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Sacha Archer is a Canadian writer currently residing in Ontario.
Sacha was the recipient of the 2008 P.K. Page Irwin Prize for his
poetry and visual art, and in 2010 he was chosen to participate in 
the Elise Partridge Mentor Program. His writing has appeared in 
journals such as ditch poetry, filling Station, ACTA Victoriana, h&,
illiterature, and NōD. He has work forthcoming in Experiment-O, 
and (parenthetical). His chapbook, Dishwashing Event, Part One: 
Tianjin, China was published by no press, while Dishwashing Event, 
Part Two: Ontario, Canada is forthcoming from Puddles of Sky Press.

Detour is a conceptual translation of the Dao De Jing. The Dao is
traditionally translated as The  Way. This can be understood as a path. 
In Detour, I sent the text of the Dao De Jing on a detour, passing it 
through a number of automatic internet translators. Each section, 
passed back and forth and through the translators, was translated
(altered, progressively lost and/or found) 81 times (81 being an 
auspicious number, and also the number of sections in the text). 
While the resultant text is a very different animal than the original,
there is certainly an oddly vibrant fidelity of intent embedded in it.
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This is the world in every 3 months in the region, including mothers, they could not satisfy 
them, usually you do not want to know is your Any questions I believes that he, Perhaps you 
might hold 2 religious witchcraft. In Tibet, the few examples of young people are extreme 24 
hours of community, certain countries do not have waste map.

But its length and the understanding of the world’s resources, but this article, a beautiful river,
our principles and understanding, friendship and good wishes to the failure Sagawa. Online
chat room, you can use a high employment rate, production, sales targets, and a waste of 
1,800,000,000,000. Still believe it. Productivity and medical support and help, support, and 
help, but it is not slipping standards, methods, and his disciples, and 001,110 yuan, not I
believe the truth and products. Awards ceremony I do not believe that this is life and life
insurance, Life and longevity of life tables to help long-term life insurance, which is

General Manager, but had not been subject to the natural, the refusal to be harm all strangers, 
they even prevent crimes were not aware that high-quality product this certificate, fixed-price 
The Chinese workers in the drug safety, using each method, the culprits products, materials, 
and should be taken into account when terrorists attack: he or she is Film. He was absolutely 
great, and he or she is one of the most remarkable victims, he or she is stable. And then she is 
a national missile defense system, ‘ and ‘ and ‘ and ‘ and ‘ and ‘ Ignorance is not in accordance 
with her husband and put the date. Low bone Tauch campaign, smoking, and then adjustment. 

Mimosa pudica pudica rights, but in the “business change, the same privilege, but it must be. In 
addition, in his sudden growth in the ancestors of the material is similar. In addition to these 
facts is far from deep pond placed to reduce the dust, however, local agricultural projects, 
please refer to the absolute optical Chen zhei or seven elephants. I do not know the suspect? 
Perhaps the emperor.

Finally, world future naturally disease proliferation, but does not have these associations, these 
and the future project approval will use his masurium HMS, will satisfy the basic principle, you 
must spend the present will be principle constitutes in East Africa, an independent project. 
This is a difficult summon, although this part. The School graduate no longer is 101 232
methods which ignites in a kindergarten place strict responsibility.

Hard to believe that a woman’s personality and death. A few days ago, a woman in a small, 
majority party leaders. In addition, during the rainy season, if you use time.

Forever. For example, the association delivers the community which gives people a hard time, 
the investor, is weary of the test automated system the direction, in May in this part, minister 

800,000,000,000 inherits its side is the Yu respect, his disciple’s high protection, this effect not 
not impossible stupid. Selfless evil? Their responsibility.

1000 developments” and “whether or not the offense boat mutual legal provisions in order 
toreduce emissions to Schedule page? This is a very good depth. Heart, political experience 
and core principles and integrity, and reach, or you can continue to collect her husband’s 
competition.

This part of the street race arrangements, work, income, and suddenly, this was 10 dangerous. 
Wealth, violence, Food and events, this date may continue from all the more alarming is that 
management arrogant dinner.

If it is a very complex neighbors soul? In fact, this is not an impossible, gas software? Story 
prize clergy, closed mind? I hope that small or lazy? In this country, as well as with the national 
conference on access to the neighbor, Chinese girls? We do not know. Almost all wealth and 
prestige to art? Animal raw materials.

Chisel on the target device, so the use of 30, a gentleman’s family relationships remove the 
legislature. Objectives and spirit.

The United Nations and his eyes, the colors and drying body, mind, and said that there is a 
hope that peace and stability in the population size of such a mechanism. Search for madness, 
inevitable death, he said that he and his stomach pain, regional networks, precious commodity.

If you do not want to be surprised if we are to believe that, if you are a Government, as well as 
groups of victims, if you become angry and clothes are obvious, it is the complaints? If you are 
entering, aimed at influencing the high costs of any type of terrorist attacks on the tragedy of 
dear Obstacles notebook? Our medical services, patience, forgive me. My license will not start, 
long-term? Therefore, if it exists, loves the world, some of the children at the lunch.

I heard the name of the food, Internet, barbaric and Never trouble suppletory arrangements;
Greece, Cyprus and performance would have thought that this single barrel of MIT microscope 
Part Polytechnic, the local community, I believe this is one of the bad fox the name is very 
important. Under normal circumstances, as a matter of fact, for example, restrictions on the 
absolute the national missile defense system, and stop. It must be consistent with national 
missile defense system in the belief that defense objectives in the laboratory management has 
been terminated. Japan the morning prehistoric fertile land.


